
  HA3969 Disk Reserved Space Recovery for Exiled Drive 
 
An exiled drive is one that is considered as unreliable by firmware, banished from a logical 
drive, and then powered down. Banishing and powering down an unreliable drive helps ensure 
array performance. If a drive is manually disbanded from a logical drive, its status will be 
indicated as “Exiled.”  
 

An exiled drive state can result from the following: 

 Bad drive: A drive fails and is banished from 
a logical drive. 

 Ex-member: If you manually remove and 
insert a member drive into array, it will be 
considered as an Exiled drive. Unlike 
previous firmware, a drive rejoined this way 
will not become a “Used Drive,” and an 
automatic rebuild will not start. Note that if 
a new drive is inserted, rebuild will begin 
automatically. 

 Not Ready:  
A drive that could not be scanned in during 
the boot process.  
A drive inserted after power-on could not be 
scanned in.  

Other scenarios for change of drive statuses:  

 An Exiled drive can be forcefully brought 
online by removing its 256MB reserved 
space. Its status will be indicated as “NEW.” 
However, this method is only recommended 
for debug purposes. 

 
An Exiled drive moved to another RAID enclosure will be indicated as a “Used  

 Drive” because there is no logical drive 
relationship with it on that enclosure. 

 If, for some reasons, a Bad drive can be 
scanned in after a controller reset, its status 
will be “Exiled drive” rather than “Used 
drive.” 



Same as dealing with a Bad drive, once a drive member turns into an Exiled drive, firmware 
automatically rebuilds a logical drive if a hot-spare is available. If a hot-spare is not available, 
you should replace the Exiled drive as soon as possible. 
 
 
An Exiled drive can be forcefully brought online by removing its 256MB reserved space.  Its 
status will be indicated as “NEW.”.  However, this method is only recommended by debug 
purposes. 
 
Here is an instruction accessible from Telnet, Com Port or Front LCD Panel by holding down ENT 
and ESC together for 5 seconds. 
 
Select “View and edit Drives” by pressing ENTER key 

   
 
Press ENTER again and select “disk Reserved space – 256mb” 

 
 
 
Follow the prompts to delete the reserved space. 
 


